The paper describes an artificial neural network method (ANNM) 
Introduction
Support lining of tunnels excavated by shield type of TBMs (Tunnel Boring Machine) is installed immediately after excavation of surrounding media. The support system of tunnel lining is composed of pre-casted reinforced concrete segments. Successive assembling of these concrete segments inside the TBM's shield, forms tunnel support rings. Design and construction of concrete segments are one of the most important steps in tunnel construction operation [1] [2] [3] [4] . To simplify installing and assembling of ring erection operation, one segment is designed usually in trapezoidal shape which is smaller than the others and called key segment. Key segment will be installed at the end. Fig. 1 shows one assembled ring of concrete segments in segment manufacturing factory. Metro-Line 4 [5] Generally, design methods of tunnel lining can be classified in 3 different approaches: Analytical, Experimental and Numerical methods.
Analytical methods have been developed from the start of the tunnel support design history up to now [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Some of these analytical methods are restricted either to only elastic behaviour of tunnel lining and soil material or only to shallow tunnel conditions. Some others, taking into account few simple assumptions with reduced stiffness of segmental ring without consideration of longitudinal joints in reality. And some others do not consider smaller key segment size with respect to other segments in tunnel support ring and consider all of them with the same size.
Nowadays some attempts in design and analysis of segmental tunnel lining are carried out based on the laboratorial studies [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Other methods are often verified by experimental methods. The experimental methods are much more useful than analytical and numerical methods, but these methods are mostly time consuming and expensive.
Numerical methods have been developed widely in recent decades [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Numerical methods are often time consuming and need more detailed input data that could be unknown during analysis. Also these methods often need to advanced computer systems for analyzing. The results of numerical methods must be verified by either experimental, analytical methods or by in-situ monitoring results.
In recent years, to overcome with all above mentioned difficulties, new methods such as Fuzzy systems and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models have been used as a prediction tool for analysis of complicated problems. ANN approach has been used widely in geotechnical and geomechanical engineering problems [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Due to above mentioned defects of numerical, experimental and analytical methods in design of segmental tunnel lining, application of ANN methods seems to be a new alternative solution as prediction tools.
Prediction of yield stresses and extreme values of tunnel lining ring displacement using ANN was not studied in detail as of yet. In this study, ANN method has been used to predict yield stresses and displacement of segmental tunnel lining ring based on the results obtained from numerical method. Sensitivity analysis of input variables performed to determine their effects on output results. Finally the performance of the model was evaluated by means of root mean squared error (RMSE) in percent (%), coefficient of determination (R 2 ), proportion of variance explained (PVE) or variance accounted for (VAF) in percent (%), and coefficient of efficiency (CE) indices.
Yield criteria
There are two most commonly used criteria in strength of materials: Von Mises and Tresca criteria. According to Von Mises yield criterion, material starts to yield once the second deviatoric stress invariant approaches to a critical value. In this criterion, Von Mises stress denoted by σ v and when reaches to yield strength of material known as σ y , it begins to yield. Von Mises stress can be calculated from Eq. (1) [43] :
Where: σ v : Von Mises stress; σ ij : Components of stress tensor. Also, according to Tresca yield criterion, material starts to yield once maximum absolute value of shear stress in a material reaches to a critical value. It must be noticed that stress values of two yield criteria are calculated based on principal stress components. Comparison between both yield criteria is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Artificial neural network and multilayer perceptron
Artificial neural networks are composed of many data processing units called neurons. The aim of model is to simulate the act of human brain nature based on trial and error method using neurons [34, 45] . There are a large number of interconnections among the neurons in an ANN model. Generally speaking, a neural network model mostly composed of three layers in series, named: input layer, hidden layer(s) and output layer, respectively. Schematic view of a usual ANN is shown in Fig. 3 . Hidden layer(s) is important layer of each neural network because the major calculation process is performed in this layer. Neurons on each layer are connected to the neurons of neighbouring layers with a coefficient named weight (w). Transform functions are used to transform the weighted sum of all input signals towards a neuron and calculate the output response of neuron. TANSIG and LOGSIG are two efficient non-liner sigmoid transform functions used in neural networks [37] . The output of an input layer is used as input for the hidden layer(s) and the same rule is applicable between hidden layer(s) and output layer, respectively. Optimum number of hidden layers and neurons are calculated based on trial and error rule and goal error value [34] . At first, artificial neural network is trained by input data. Then tested and verified by other different input data. In training process, inputs are entered and outputs values are determined. Then error between predicted and real values is calculated. Based on these error values, the weights are adjusted by starting from the output layer towards the input layer. This process is known as Back Propagation (BP) algorithm. Back propagation algorithms are powerful tools for prediction models [45] .
Perceptron neural net model proposed by Rosenblatt [46] . Then multiple layer perceptron neural network model was improved and proposed by Rumelhart [47] . In this model, the input layer normalizes input data values. This kind of data preparation and normalization, improves the network performances due to more homogeneous distribution of normalized data as shown in Fig. 4 . This kind of normalization has been used by many researches [42, [46] [47] [48] [49] .
Except the input neurons, each neuron has a non-linear activation function. Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is a modification of the standard linear perceptron, which can separate data that are not linearly separable [50] . 
Numerical modelling
To use an artificial neural network as prediction tool, at first should prepare comprehensive input data. Using this database, neural net will be trained, tested and validated. To do this, in this study the results obtained from finite element program (ABAQUS, [51] ) were used as database. In designed numerical models, the support system of segmental tunnel lining is supposed to be one ring with 5 + 1 segments. The engineering and geometrical properties of concrete segments are summarized in Table 1 . Five concrete segments (named A2-A6) are almost similar to each other from geometrical point of view except key segment. To reduce the total time of numerical operation, soil elements are neglected in numerical model. Beamspring method was used to model the tunnel lining structure [1, 2] . In this method the effects of soil body on tunnel lining and interaction between contact surfaces were simulated by means of tangential and radial springs. Tangential springs were neglected due to their negligible effects in comparison with radial springs. Stiffness of soil radial springs is calculated using Eq. (2), [52] :
Where: K = stiffness of radial spring; E =Y oung modulus of soil; ν = poison's ratio of soil; R = tunnel radius; and A = effective area of tunnel lining that is subjected to implied force from the soil, and calculated by Eq. (3):
Where: θ = radial angle between two successive radial springs, and b = effective area of each spring in tunnel longitudinal direction.
Figs. 5a-b show the non-perspective and perspective view of tunnel lining under soil imposed radial springs. 3D solid elements type was used to model the concrete segments. After assembling concrete segments to each other, plane strain condition was applied to the model. In this attempt, it is assumed that origin of angle in model plane is located at tunnel crown (Fig. 6a) . Joints between two neighbouring segments named longitudinal joints . Fig. 6b shows longitudinal joints of assembled segments in a ring and the position of key segment at θ = 90°. The assembled ring presents the tunnel lining support system. Hard contact was supposed for six concrete to concrete contact surfaces between concrete segments with frictional penalty coefficient of 0.4. 
Data collection and preparation for artificial neural network
The numerical model at first was solved for t =30cm, overburden H = 5m, K = 0.5 (horizontal to vertical stress ratio), E =25 Gpa and θ = 0°. Then t, H, K and E values were kept constant and θ value changed 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150° and 180° respectively. To prepare database, for each value of input variables, values of other input variables were changed according to values mentioned in Table 2 . Table 2 shows the times of changes of each input variable and their magnitudes. Key positions at 210°, 240°, 270°, 300° and 330° at tunnel periphery were neglected due to the axisymmetric shape of tunnel lining ring. Finally 252 numerical models were analyzed. Some randomly selected input data variables and resulted outputs are summarized in Table 3 . Figs. 7a-d show the values resulted for Von Mises and Tresca stresses together with principal stresses and extreme values of ring displacements for t = 30cm, H = 15m, K = 0.5, E = 20 Gpa and θ = 0°. Number of total numerical models: 2*3*3*2*7=252.
Application of ANN 6.1 Data Normalization
To increase the processing and convergence rate during training process and to minimize the prediction error, raw data must normalized [53] . Before modelling commences, all data should be checked and any false data must be deleted. Then data should be normalized to bring all of the variables into proportion with one another. To normalize data, traditionally this means to fit the data within unity, so all data values will be in the range of 0 to 1.
Equation 4 is what should be used to implement a unitybased normalization [54] :
Where: u: any raw data u Norm : normalized data u min : minimum value of data u max : maximum value of data
Optimum architecture of MLP Model
Obtained data from numerical modelling were used to prepare the multi-layer perceptron model for prediction aim. In this study, data were divided into 3 parts: training data (70% of total data), testing data (20% of total data) and validation data (10% of total data). The optimum structure (number of hidden layers) and optimum number of neurons in hidden layers of neural network model could be determined based on trial and error rule.
At first, the optimum numbers of neurons were calculated based on RMSE values. Then, obtained optimum number of neurons were embedded on hidden layers of the model.
RMSE value was calculated according to Eq. (5):
Where: RMSE = Root mean square error value; û k and u k = the kth predicted and observed values of target, respectively; and N = the number of observations for which the error has been computed
The obtained results are illustrated on Fig. 8 . It can be seen that the minimum value of RMSE was obtained by 11 number of neurons. Also there are some relation to estimate number of neurons in hidden layers. These relations are presented in Table 4 .
So, the obtained number of neurons for hidden layers by RMSE value is in accordance with Hecht-Nielsen (1987) and Kanellopoulas and Wilkinson (1997). . û Thereafter, these neurons must be arranged in one or two hidden layer. Theoretically, only one hidden layer is enough for networks with Back Propagation (BP) algorithms [45, 56] , but to solve some problems a neural network with two hidden layers is required [45, 59] . In some cases, application of neural networks with more than two hidden layers is useful [57] . Flood and Kartan [49] stated that MLP model with at least two hidden layers provides more flexibility for modelling complex problems. So, different arrangement of 11 neurons were considered in two hidden layers. Based on two transform functions (TANSIG and LOGSIG) resulted RMSE values are summarized in Table 5 . It can be seen that model has the best performance in 5-7-4-1 neuron arrangement based on minimum RMSE value. 
Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis was performed to identify the influence of each input variable on output parameters. A useful method is the CAM (cosine amplitude method) [60, 61] . Data samples form a data vector, X, defined as:
Each of the components x i in the data vector X, is a vector with length m, i.e., Hence, each data can be assumed as a point in m-dimensional space, where each point needs m coordinates for a full description. Each element of a relation, r ij , results from a pairwise comparison of two data pairs, i.e. x i and x j , where the strength of the relationship between data sample x i and data sample x j is defined according to Eq. (6):
Where: r ij = strength values of relations between input variables and output parameters, and i, j = 1, 2, . . ., n. According to Eq. (6) this method is related to the dot product for the cosine function. When two vectors are collinear (most similar), dot product will be unity; when the two vectors are perpendicular to each other (most dissimilar), dot product will be zero [61] .
Figs. 10-17 show the strength values of relations (r ij ) between input variables (t, H, K, E, θ) and output parameters. 
As can be seen from these figures, effectiveness of all input variables have nearly same values. Nevertheless, for all output parameters, overburden of buried tunnel (H) is the most effective parameter than other four input variable, and θ value (position of key segment) has the least effect on output parameters.
Model performance
Performance of each ANN model must be calculated in predicting ability of output values. To do this, four performance indices including coefficient of determination (R 2 ), proportion of variance explained (PVE) or variance accounted for (VAF), coefficient of efficiency (CE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) were selected and calculated based on testing data sets. These data sets selected randomly from database and not included in the model training. VAF and CE values are calculated using Eq. (7) and Eq. (8): Where: var is the variance; û k and u k are the k th predicted and measured values respectively; ̅û k is the average of predicted values; and N is the number of data.
VAF index express the degree of difference between the variances of measured and predicted data sets. The values of VAF closer to 100 % indicate low variability and consequently better prediction capabilities. The lower the RMSE, the better the model performs [62, 63] . In ideal condition, the value of RMSE should be zero and value of CE should be unity. Obtained values for these indices are presented in Table 6 . Also the graphs of correlation coefficient (R 2 ) for each type of input data (all data, training, test and validation) for output parameters are presented in Figs. 18-25 . Relationship between output and target values for each type of input data and each output parameter are presented next to the related graphs. Obtained results show that minimum value of correlation coefficient relates to the minimum displacement of the ring (Fig. 25) . However all obtained values show that generally high correlation is governed between all output and target values. 
Conclusions
To achieve knowledge about the safety of the support system of tunnel lining ring, von Mises and Tresca stresses together with principal stresses and extreme values of ring displacements were determined using finite element method. A segmental tunnel lining ring with 5+1 segments is modelled. To prepare enough data for ANN, parametric analysis was done. 252 numerical models were solved. After preparation of sufficient required input data, multi-layer perceptron neural net was selected as prediction model. Firstly, number of neurons and their arrangement in two hidden layers were optimized based on minimum obtained values for RMSE from input data variables. The minimum value of RMSE was 0.05 for 11 number of neurons. This obtained value for number of neurons in hidden layers was in conformity with the presented relations in literature. Consequently, in 5-7-4-1 structure arrangement of neural net model, resulted minimum value for RMSE was 0.041 and 0.055 for transfer functions of TANSIG and LOGSIG, respectively. Then the model tested and validated using different datasets. Sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the influence of each input variable on different types of output parameters. The obtained results were as below:
• Although sensitivity analysis showed that all the input variables have nearly same value of influence on the output parameters, but in all conditions, Height (H) and θ input variables are the most and less effective parameters on outputs parameters than three other input variables, respectively.
• Also the performance of presented model was evaluated using RMSE, R 2 , VAF and CE indices. Obtained results showed the excellent ability of the presented model in prediction of different type of stresses and extreme values of ring displacement and this prediction model can be used in high accuracy to obtain reliable results for preliminary study and design of segmental tunnel lining instead of current time consuming and expensive methods.
